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() 10 , to C4 1111	 in Aristotle' s Metaphysics 3 which,frequently woe, cited4 and1 

at times developed5.	 • .	 .•	 , • AO:v.'.	 It distin-

guished between intrinsic and extrinsic end. Extrinsic end

was illustrated by the place that is the term of a local move.

ment. Intrinsic end is exemplified by the form that is reached

by alteration or by generation. However, what interests us,

is the affirmation then, when there is a whole composed of

parts, then the form, the good, and the intrinsic end is con ,

stituted by the order of t he parts. 6

Genius v?4.	 le aps. Aquinas took this identification,

of form, good, intrinsic end, and order and applied it to the

created universe as a whole. There were two immediate corollaries.

First, God is the extrinsic end of the universe. Secondly,

the excellence and value of the universe as a whole exceeds

that of any of its parts. Thus, one reads that the order of
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the universe comes closest to divine perfection, 7 that it'
()	 I . , _ ,$ 4 3-

	

- elwi.s.,ve.	 resembles God more than any other creature, 8 that it is the

0

	

	 ,c, ii W '.1 best among created things, 9 that it is the product of divine
)

i x4. e 544 044 wisdom, 1° that it is prior in divine intention, 11 that prin.

(7) r.c ;:. 6k A" 1 	cipally it is willed, 12 that most of all it is cared for, 13

that its proper cause is God himself, 14 that it is what God

c,c1 	.f--(\ principally causes, 15 that God knows parts of the universe

because he xylatravtbeA4144isim• knows the whole 0 18 that God wills.
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parts of the universe by willing the whole, 17 that the end

and form of the parts is the whole. 18

If I have been quoting from the Contra Gentiles,

it is Ott because the Summa Theologiae not 71erely maintains
3 11.1,4.4 1.-1 (	 the same position19 but also gives it a more detailed develop.

*Do ;

1,2. 1 2) ;61
the existence and the unity of God. 21 That order is the

/ CC 144

T z 1	 distributive justice of God, 22 and that justice is ontological

t\ tLi 1 truth. 23 In the Contra Gentiles it was clear that divine widdom

ordered not only things but also their operations. 24 But now

there is distinguished a first perfection that was the form

and order of the universe on the seventh day of creation and

a second perfection that is the perfect beatitude of the saints

after the end of this world. 25 Between these extremes there is

the dynamic order of things directing their operations to their

	

T L 1 	ends: it pre-exists in the divine mind as providence 26 and as

	11 I 	eternal law ; 27 it exists in, things as natural law, 28 as divine

7, 103 	 ; 10.	 governance 2 29 and as fate . 3° It
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for what may

appear to evade providence in one manner comes under it in

\(23 another. 31 It is the premise for a relative optimism, for to
.2 ,F;

, s ,L ,L make existing creatures better would throw out the gem ral

	

0t-17,,, I., , '1"--, -	 order. 32 Hence the perfection of the universe requires.-:

. 14:1 ‘; "CiTZ.multiplicity
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and and inequality, 34 spiritual creatures 35 ;I:r-

	. ,v2, ; 3,.. ; b ,	 6/ .ff VIT.-I
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a material creation,	 necessary effects from necessary causes

and contingent effects from contingent causes, 37 creatures
38 I 4. 8 1_

that can fail, but not evil for evil comes under order only
148 iv...	 C5 Tr 68 fr 4 - 0-

accidentally.
39
 The marvellous connection of things° reveals
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the world to be one with the unity of order'" somewhat on the
A(1 1,071-

analogy of an organism;" still such analogy is not to be

ment. For from the order of the universe there is demonstrated
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willed him. 44
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exaggerated," even though it suffices to prove that the

heavenly bodies influence earthly events.44	 n31

Within world order intellectual creatures hold a

place of privilege. Ittge<4 They have been created in the

image of God and so rival the excellence of world order itself. 45

They are the principal parts of the whole and so are needed

on their own account while other creatures exist for their
cg IT;	 -tc*	 (if uN

service. 46 But though intellectual creatures are propter se,

this does not imply that they are not subordinate both to
c tal p1 s ro ceS, z

God and to world order. 47 Even of the Blessed Trinity Aquinas

wrote: "Sed contra: Ubicumque est pluralitas sine ordine, ibi

est confusio. Sed in divinis personis non est confusio, ut
Aiô 	3 3.401(.,„4,..

Athanasius dicit. Ergo est ibi ordo." ° Mow the order to

which persons are subject regards not the species but the
ci xi al	 /LS"

individual; 49 it is a matter of law50 directing man to God, 51
,

and the end of law is the love of God 52 and of one's neighbor. 5b

To find fault with such subordination of persons to the order

of the universe can have no basis but a confusion between
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and the / object9of love. To love is voile bonum alicui. 54 

The more a person is loved, the greater the good that is
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end of the universe, 55 still God is the extrinsic end, the

While the order of the universe is the intrinsic
T wiz IA,

universal good, the essence of goodness. 56 Inasmuch, then,

as any creature desires any good whatever, whüther by intelli-

gible appetite, or sensible appetite, or natural appetite

which is without knowledge, necessarily it also desires God.

For nothing is good or desirable except by participation of
.1 CS

divine goodness. 57 Again, anything is said to belong to another

inasmuch as it is ordained to the other as its end; 5$ but

all things belong to God by their very natwie and being; hence
, 	 Lb .5- 4.

the angels naturally love God more than themselves' and, were

it not for the corruption of nature, man too would naturally
101 5

love God above all. 60 So it is that all inclination and all

action both of nature and of will spontaneously head# for the

goal intended for them by God. 51 't" ' 
8
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an• Order.

If the Lion of end and destiny4istands in close

correlation th the notion of the order of the universe, it

possible to determine the relation between nature

destiny by considering the relation between nature and

world order. Now the	 omist doctrine of world orde was a

consci)usly selec	 middle position between a ductive

emanationism l 'such as Avicenna's, and an anti-intellectual

volunta	 n. Against the voluntarist, Aquinas insisted that

O	 it 	 iverse is the work of divine wisdom, that wiym is

the principle of order, that lerefore everyth g in the universe

has its reason. 52 Aga	 t the more fo	 able emanationist,

Aquinas insisted that divine freedom is the cause not merely

an
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